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Experience Profound Healing though the 100 Handprint Ritual 

 

The 100 Handprint Ritual is an ancient practice from the shamanic Chod tradition of Tibet.  It is a 

profound way to promote healing and relieve suffering on all levels.  

During the ritual, those seeking healing lay down while those practicing perform the ceremony. The 

practitioners hold their awareness in a space of compassion, generosity and abundance, and call forth 

the energies needed to pacify disturbances, remove obstacles to health, and release trauma.  As Swami 

Chetanananda describes it: “In the 100 Handprint practice, we clear our mind and our hearts so that an 

unimaginable beauty, love and compassion can rise up from the depth of ourselves and that same experience 

can be made available in the whole field around us. This beauty and love, this nectar, has the potential to pacify 

all suffering.” 

The 100 Handprint Ritual is performed in the traditional manner and involves prayers, chanting and 

extensive offerings of specially prepared dough, meat and water. The instruments used are a bell, a 

double-sided drum, and a bone trumpet.  

Members of The Movement Center community in Portland have had the unique opportunity to learn 

this practice and receive a complete transmission of the associated teachings from Lama Tsering 

Wangdu Rinpoche, one of the last surviving masters of this practice who completed his training in Tibet, 

and Swami Chetanananda. In the past 10 years, hundreds of people have attended and experienced the 

power of the practice. 

These are some of the benefits recipients of the 100 Handprint puja have reported: 

“I want to thank you deeply. We definitely see 

a huge shift in our son’s energy, and the energy 

in our home, since you started these sessions a 

few months ago.”  

--Sabrina F. 

 

“Thank you for showing me that there are 

other powerful ways to support me on my 

journey to wellness.” 

--Gordon P. 

“My experience during the 100 Handprint 

Healing was one of stillness and the feeling of 

release from a burden.  I was able to relax and 

drift into a kind of timeless place, knowing that I 

was well taken care of. Thank you for this gift of 

helping me go to a deeper place for long enough 

to connect to a new perspective.”   

--Marcia J. 

 

 

 

The 100 Handprint Ritual is performed at the Movement Center on the first 3 Fridays of every month. 

To participate, call the office at 503.231.0383 by 5:00 pm on Thursday to reserve a place. It is also 

possible to receive the benefits of the ritual in absentia by providing a photograph and an article of 

clothing if possible. The ritual is also performed at our regional centers. To submit a photo or to 

request a ritual for your area, please contact Swami Prakashananda @ 503-231-0383. 
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http://www.themovementcenter.com/programs/pujas-for-healing-wellbeing/100-handprint-ritual/
http://chetanananda.org/home/about/lineage/#wangdu
http://chetanananda.org/home/about/lineage/#wangdu
http://www.themovementcenter.com/programs/pujas-for-healing-wellbeing/100-handprint-ritual/
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